Department of Finance and Graduate Institute of Finance

Goals

● Ultimate Goals:
The ultimate goal of Graduate Institute of Finance is to equip students to find jobs quickly upon graduation, or put them in a position to pursue further study at the graduate level.

● Educational Goals:
To meet the development of business and finance market in Taiwan, the educational goal of Graduate Institute of Finance is to provide professional, international, and sound expertise in high level finance area.

Curriculum

● Courses in Financial Market:
Financial Market, Monetary Theory, Bond Market, Financial Institutes and Management, International Finance

● Courses in Investment and Finance:
Finance Theory, Investment, Security Investment Analysis

● Courses in New Financial Product:
Future and Options, Finance Engineering, Financial Econometrics

● Courses in Financial Statistics:
Econometrics, Time Serial Analysis, Finance Analysis Methods

Features in Teaching

● Small Class:
Course is provided on a base of 5 students. Small class can insure the learning quality.

● Sound Teaching Resources:
Many resources include finance instant information system lab and finance derivates lab, SPSS, Eviews, Matlab, Financial CAD.

● Encourage Research:
To increase research, teachers and students are encouraged to apply for grants from the Ministry of Education.

● Linking Theories and Practices:
Experts in academics and business sectors are invited to teach and address in regular classes.

Future Development

● To Establish a Finance Research Center:
To purchase the newest information technology and related economy and finance journals for students and teachers to do researches.

- **To Increase the Teaching Quality**
  To hire financial experts in business sectors or universities to teach.

- **To Internationalize**
  To invite experts regularly from sister-relation universities abroad to join academic conferences.

**Career Planning**

- **Further Study**
  Graduates can pursue their further studies in Ph.D programs in finance, public finance, international trade, international business, business management, information management, insurance, economics, accounting, and other business related knowledge.

- **Future career**
  Graduates can pass government examinations in finance areas, and can also find finance jobs in private sectors.

**Scholarship**

A scholarship of NT$50,000 is provided to the student on the number one of the admission list. Students who have the scholarship in the first semester can apply for the same scholarship in the consecutive semesters. Other students can apply for a scholarship of NT$25,000.